
German multinational sportswear brand Adidas this morning released
its third-quarter earnings results, seeing a 3% increase in sales (to
€5.75b vs €5.83b forecasts) vs the same period last year, and on a
constant-currency basis. Operating profit did however fall by 8.5% to
€672m, missing analysts' expectations for €682m. The company
pointed to disruptions in sourcing its raw materials, a common issue
noted during this earnings season, along with a difficult market
environment in China. Revenues in China alone were 15% weaker for
Adidas, mostly due to renewed restrictions amid Delta variant
outbreaks, and the "geopolitical" situation.
The sportswear company confirmed to investors that it is still expecting
full-year currency-neutral revenue to rise by 20%, but now sees growth
coming in slightly weaker than before. Adidas also forecasts that it will
reach an operating margin at the lower end of its 9.5% to 10% range
this year.
The shares have sold off today by circa 4.75%, now at €280.13. Adidas
trades on a forward-P/E of over 35 times, and a TTM P/E of 38.1x. While
this is in line with its peers, it is clearly on the expensive side vs the
broad European market, at current levels.
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Equities: European markets are flat to slightly higher on Wednesday morning, after taking a small step
lower over the past couple of sessions. Equity investors may show some caution this morning ahead of
important US inflation data due after lunch, though it has been a positive morning for European earnings.
Asian equities were mostly lower overnight, after Chinese inflation came in stronger than expected.
Evergrande face another repayment deadline today, though reports indicate that the firm has
accumulated enough cash to avoid default. The VIX moved to one-month highs on Tuesday, albeit still
only reaching a high of $18.57, $17.83 today.
Currencies: FX markets have been very quiet this week so far, despite a somewhat more dovish than
expected Fed last week. The exception to the quiet trade would be the British Pound, which last week saw
declines of c.1.5% against both the Euro and Dollar, after the BOE failed to hike their main interest rate,
as investors had been looking for. 
Safe-havens: Gold is still near its $1,830 resistance point on Wednesday, gaining marginally yesterday
and giving most of it back this morning. While real yields are well in negative territory, gold markets have
been dampened in recent months by the prospect of significant rises in nominal Treasury bond yields,
the metal is 4% lower YTD. Germany's benchmark 10yr yield touched its lowest levels since last
September yesterday, at -0.30%, the region's 2yr reaching -0.76% for the first time since August, as
markets price in a more patient ECB.
Looking ahead: The likely highlight of the day in terms of economic data will be the US CPI inflation
figure, due at 1:30pm Irish time. Tomorrow morning before market open the UK will release Q3 GDP
results, and we will also see the quarterly EU economic forecasts. This morning is a busy one for
European earnings results, later today we will hear from Disney, Oracle, and Continental AG, followed
tomorrow by Siemens, Merck, Bridgestone, ArcelorMittal, and Suzuki.
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US Inflation
This afternoon we are due to see the latest Consumer Price Index
(CPI) reading from the United States, the release will be regarding
data from October. The main CPI figure is expected by analysts to
come in at 0.6% m/m (vs September's 0.4%) and a whopping 5.9% y/y
(having lingered at 5.4% for the last four months). This year-on-year
reading, should it come in as forecast, would be the nation's highest
result since 1990.
The Core CPI result, which excludes the somewhat volatile energy and
food, is expected to come in at 0.4% m/m versus the previous 0.2%,
and 4.3% y/y, which would also be a multi-year high.
Yesterday we saw the US 'Producer Price Index' come in at 8.6% with
a core rate of 6.8%, in line with September and still at decade-highs.
This PPI figure has reportedly been driven higher recently by surging
costs for gasoline and motor vehicle retailing, suggesting that high
inflation could persist in the US, at least for now.

According to the latest data from daft.ie, the average rent for
residential properties in Ireland increased by 6.8% during Q3, when
compared with the same time last year. The average asking price for
monthly rent over the three-month period came in at €1,516, 2.6%
higher than in the first quarter of the year and over double the low
point of €742 seen back in 2011.
It remains obvious that the country has a significant lack of supply at
present, fueling the rent issue more and more as the months go on
and as we emerge from the pandemic. In daft's report, the property
website alludes to the fact that there were less than 1,500 homes
available to rent at the beginning of this month - that is an all-time low
since the figures started to be collected in 2006.


